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Phonics & Spelling Skills: (Double final consonants) 
full  spell  class  off  press  fizz  grass   
miss  cliff  cross  address buzz  wall  doll 
puff  sniff  hiss  yell  small  stiff 

Continue to practice these phonics rules from Chart 9:  
-ing in pointing kn in knot gn in gnat ang in bang  ing in king  ong in long  
ung in strung  ank in bank ink in wink onk in honk  unk in trunk  wa in wash 
a in adopt  y in baby le in little -ed in wanted -ed in looked  -ed in played  

 
Grammar Skills:  Review 4 types of sentences: Declarative; Interrogative; Imperative; Exclamatory 
 
Writing Skill: Writing personal narrative; Story summary      
 
Shared Stories: Snowball Trouble by Kate Howard and The Skating Lesson by Johanna Hurwitz 
Vocabulary Words with definitions: 

ahead - in the front of or to the front 
glide - move along smoothly and easily 
lesson - something to be learned, as by a student 
skate - glide or move along on ice 
skates - shoes with blades on them for gliding on ice 
slowly - 1. not quickly   2. taking a long time 
smoothly - moving evenly or gently 
taught - helped to learn; showed how to do something 

Vocabulary Words to Read: 
adults   along  even  herself            November yourself before   touch 
living  important tiny  hurt  brushing bath  clean 
 
Social Studies: 
A Working World 
Social Studies Vocabulary: 
goods  service  transportation  needs  wants  producer  
trade  route  volunteer  shelter  market  factory 
 
Math Skills:  
Subtracting and adding two-digit numbers   Adding and Subtracting facts to 20 quickly 
Practice telling time to the hour and half hour  Word Problems with one and two steps 
Skip Counting 2’s, 5’s,10’s,100’s    Review of shapes (Geometry) 
Even/Odd       Place Value of 3-digit numbers 

 
 



 Assignments for the Week  
 

Week 19 
 

 
Wednesday: 

1. Have graded papers signed  
 
Thursday: 

1. Complete and return math homework. 
2. Read for 20-30 minutes 

 
Friday: 

1. Have report card signed by parent and return it Monday in the envelope. 
 
 

Poem of the Week:  
Snowball 
 by Shel Silverstein 
 
I made myself a snowball 

As perfect as could be. 
I thought I’d keep it as a pet 

And let it sleep with me. 
I made it some pajamas 

And a pillow for its head. 
Then last night it ran away, 

But first - - it wet the bed. 
 

 
Calendar: 

MLK Holiday – Jan. 15 
       
 


